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T
“The devil is in the details” is an American Eng-
lish idiom, meaning “there is a catch or mysteri-
ous element hidden in the details, meaning that
something might seem simple at a first look but
will take more time and effort to complete than
expected.”

It can be taken in a negative way, as in something
bad is hidden, but the more common usage is
that the hardest and perhaps more important
part is in the smallest pieces.

For me, it points to how we need to pay attention to every detail, no matter how small, to make
something great. A good example of that is a magazine. Writing articles is just the first part.
When you start formatting the layout, you need to make sure of certain things, like there are
no orphan or widow lines, that there is enough space between images and text, etc. After that,
you have pull quotes, drop letters, end signs - all important items which make the difference
between a good piece of work and a great one.

In this issue’s book review, I found an excellent example of this with the cover ofDreaming
Sophia. Many book covers contain an image, a title, the author’s name, and little else. This
cover, however, is probably the most beautiful and detailed book cover I have ever seen. The
author, Melissa Muldoon, obviously put in a huge amount of time and effort into creating it as
a work of art, and it makes the book stand out.

Another highly detailed work which inspired me was a video recently created by Benny Lewis.
He made it to celebrate polyglot Steve Kaufman’s YouTube channel turning ten years old. With
the help of several others of the language community, he created a video designed to look like a
news broadcast from the fictional Polyglot News Network (PNN). He had multiple clips from
people in different locations, using multiple languages, and incorporating humor, making it
more satirical.

But what truly impressed me was the editing and special effects. He’s got the fancy news
backgrounds and professional title foregrounds. He even has the tricky illusion of “live broad-
cast” by showing the anchor (himself) on his producer’s (Olly Richards) screen, while being
corrected on the pronunciation of “Ling-Q”.

The effort and thought that went into making the video are evident because of all those minor
things which make it a whole product.

The devil is in the details.

The Finer Points

Erik Zidowecki
ERIK ZIDOWECKI
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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n the fictional world of Harry Potter, the wiz-
arding school called Hogwarts is understood

to be somewhere in the Scottish Highlands.
Now, for the first time, the first book of the
series will be available in a Scots translation.
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone is

being translated by Matthew Fitt for publica-
tion in October by the Scottish imprint Itchy
Coo, which is part ofBlack & White publishing,
according to an article in The Guardian. It will
be the 80th language the first book in the
series has been translated into.

Though still working on the translation, Fitt
and his publisher released the opening para-
graph, which reads: “Mr and Mrs Dursley, o
nummer fower, Privet Loan, were prood tae say
that they were gey normal, thank ye awfie
muckle. They were the lest fowk ye wid jalouse
wid be taigled up wi onythin unco or ferlie, be-
cause they jist widnae hae onythin tae dae wi
joukery packery like yon.”
From Itch Coo’s site: “Itchy Coo is an imprint
which publishes bestselling books in Scots for
children and young people. James Robertson is
our General Editor.”
“And it is an education project which works
with pupils and teachers to develop their Scots
reading and writing skills. Matthew Fitt is our
Education programme director.”

Scots, not to be confused with Scottish
Gaelic, is a dialect of English spoken by the
lowland people of Scotland (approx. 1 .5 mil-
lion). It is descended from the language of the
Angles who settled in northern Britain in the
5th century AD. Originally known as ‘Inglis’, it
has been influenced by Gaelic, Norse, Latin,
Dutch, Norman French, Standard French and
English. PT

Harry Potter getting
Scots translation

NNeewwss BBrriieeff

he New Zealand Parliament has added
$7.6 million to be allocated to funding

Maori education in the 2017 Budget, ac-
cording to Online News - Rereātea.

Education Minister Nikki Kaye, accom-
panied by Prime Minister Bill English,
spoke about what the funding will provide
at Roscommon School in South Aukland:

“This funding will accelerate the design
and delivery of localised curriculum re-
sources to support te reo Māori for ākonga,
kaiako and Kāhui Ako.

“It adds significantly to the $2 million
already spent each year on Māori language
in education curriculum resources.

“Students in Māori medium and Eng-
lish medium kura and schools are set to
benefit from the new resources, which will
be created to support students both learn-
ing te reo Māori as a subject, and studying
other subjects in and through te reo.

“Improving access to quality localised
curriculum resources for these children
and young people is key to supporting
their success in education.

“This is about enabling students to see
themselves and their community within
their learning environment. This is
important, as evidence tells us that if a
student’s identity, language and culture
are supported throughout their education
then they are more likely to succeed and
remain engaged in their learning.” PT

$7.6m invested in Māori
language resources
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Montreal Language Festival Polyglot Conference

October 27 – October 29, 201 7
Reykjavík, Iceland

The 5th annual Polyglot Conference is taking
place in Reykjavík, Iceland on 27th-29th
October 2017! Whether you're learning your
1st foreign language or your 21st, the Polyglot
Conference is open to anyone and everyone
who loves languages.

The themes of the conference will celebrate
the languages, literatures and cultures of the
North, highlight the pressures of globalisation
on smaller and indigenous languages, explore
the possible relationship between
multilingualism and autism, and once again
be the platform for all current issues related
to polyglottery and multilingualism.

Formore information and tickets visit
polyglotconference.com

Mark Your Calendar

Language Show London

1 3-1 5 October 201 7
Business Design Centre, London, UK

Language Show is the must-attend event for
anyone with a passion for languages.

Attend three inspirational days packed with
educational seminars, language classes, live
forums and cultural performances in an
incredible celebration of languages.

At the show you'll be able to meet thousands
of fellow language teachers, learners,
linguists, translators, interpreters and job
seekers who love languages as much as you.

The event is free to attend!

August 25 – 27, 201 7
Concordia University,
Montreal, Quebec

The Montreal Language Festival, or “Lang-
Fest” for short, is North America’s premier
celebration and conference for language
learners and enthusiasts of all levels. Lang-
Fest 2017 will take place at Concordia Uni-
versity’s downtown campus in beautiful,
eclectic, multilingual Montreal, Quebec.

LangFest attendees learn from and gain ac-
cess to world-class language gurus, entre-
preneurs, educators and industry
professionals. You will be introduced to cut-
ting edge tools, techniques and technologies
to inform and inspire how you learn and use
languages or teach them to others.

Formore information and tickets visit

montreal. langfest.org

Formore information and registering visit

languageshowlive.co.uk
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hat is your favorite language? Which
language do you dislike? What lan-
guage interests you? Which lan-

guage irritates you?
As you read those questions, I am guess-

ing you had an answer to each one almost in-
stantly. Even if you would like to
diplomatically say something like “I love them
all”, we can not help but place some higher
than others in our spectrum of affection.

That is because we rarely view a language
as a single entity. With the exception of most
conlangs, a language is bound up with a cul-
ture and at least one country. When I say
“Italian”, your mind is bound to think of the
food, the art, and the views of Italy. When I
say “Japanese”, your mind probably conjures
up visions of kimonos, anime, and torii gates.

When we have languages tied to other as-
pects of society or our views of the world, then
we often form opinions on the language itself,
rather than those other factors. We can look
at a few of those here.

Stereotypes
When I talked about Italian and Japanese
above, I referred to stereotypes about the
countries. Until we have been to another
country or met someone from there, those
ideas are often all we have, and by associ-
ation, we judge the language. If you love pizza
and spaghetti, you might then think Italian is
a language you would like to try. Some people
have told me they learned Japanese because
they like anime. A person may not have even
ever heard a language before making a de-
cision about their feelings towards it.
It may sound odd, but I have actually heard
several people announce they intend to learn
a language because of the country’s cuisine.
This can also cause an aversion if you dislike
some aspects. Perhaps you do not like
sauerkraut or haggis (even if you have never
tried them) and thus are turned off by Ger-
man and Scottish. Or you might have seen a
French movie you really hated and now the
whole language makes you ill.

In this case, your perception is based
solely upon ideas, false or true, related to the

language but not really the fault of the lan-
guage. This connection may not be entirely
without merit. Cultures and languages are
linked, so if you do not like one, you may not
like the other.

As an example, I do not like French. I do
not like the sound of it, the look of it, or the
grammar set up. For this reason, I am also
wary of French people, France, and the cul-
ture. In this case, my connecting the two is a
bit schizo, since some of my favourite films,
like L’auberge Espagnole, are French. I cannot
explain it.

Political
Who does your government have good rela-
tions with? What country has been deemed a
political enemy? These choices can shape our
language perception because we tend to go
along with what our government tells us.

During a war, your government will usu-
ally do everything in its power to demonize the
enemy. During WWII, we were taught how evil
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the Germans are, that they were monsters
that would come and get us. During the cold
war, it was the Russians who were the cold-
hearted opponents whom we had to protect
ourselves from. A single cry of “Communist!”
was enough to make grown men fearful. To
many, even the British are the oppressive
overlords from 200 years ago. This is why in
most American movies, the villains are either
British, German, or Russian.

It is also why many people are exposed to
and have feelings about Russian and German.
I usually hear people describe them as being
harsh or angry sounding, while they may not
feel that way about other Germanic or Slavic
languages. Bad people equal bad language.

The most obvious examples at this time in
our history are Arabic, Farsi, and a few other
middle-eastern languages. With so much ter-
rorism happening around the world, much of
it being attributed to Islamic extremist, we
have developed a fear of those languages
themselves.

There have been cases of people panicking
just when they hear a few words of one, or
even of what they think is one. Given that far
too many people do not know one language
from another, there have been cases of people
freaking out after hearing Hindi or even Por-
tuguese.

Sadly, this has also made some people
wary of attempting to learn those languages,
since the police might believe you are doing it
with criminal intent.

Personal Experiences
Perhaps the strongest influence on how

we view a language is our personal experi-
ences with the people who speak it. We are
wanting to learn it (or avoid it) because of the
way we were treated by someone or in a cer-
tain situation. It could be anything from hav-
ing to spend several hours once on a bus
listening to a Japanese pop music CD played
over and over to meeting an attractive Mexic-
an woman and wanting to impress her.

I find myself definitely guilty of this one, I
am ashamed to say. I started learning Italian
before a trip there when I was a teen. After
meeting an Italian woman, whom I started in-
teracting with over long distance (using air-
mail, just so you know how dedicated I was), I
was definitely studying it. Then after a serious
relationship and a very bad break-up, I
dropped Italian completely and wanted noth-
ing more to do with it or Italy. All based on a
woman, not the language or country even.
Since then, I have rekindled my love for both
and managed to put the bad relationship be-
hind me instead.

Irish is another language which I liked
more after meeting a group of Irish students
in my university who had come to study for
half a year. I loved their accents, even though
only a few of them could even speak Irish. I do
love it for its actual sound, but my personal
experience with those Irish people made me
love it more.

It is not hard at all to form an opinion
about a language from even the smallest ex-
perience. Maybe your childhood friend had a
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grandmother who loved to give you treats and
speak Polish. Perhaps a German Shephard
scared you as a child and since then you hate
everything German. It is possible you saw
Shakira dancing and decided you wanted to
speak Spanish.

Because of the nature of these, you might
never even realize what the connection is that
makes you feel a certain way toward a lan-
guage. All you know is that you do.

Sounds
The way a language plays in your ear is, in
my view, the most common reason for people
to like or dislike a language. Without knowing
anything of the culture, people, or country,
the sound of the words can make you love or
hate a language.

I think the first language I really fell in
love with is Russian. Despite the cold war, I
did not think it sounded too harsh. I felt it
had a strong and melodic feel to it, very
earthy. You could hear the strength of the
people, born down under hardships for cen-
turies, with every word. Yet it also has a lilt,
revealing the strength of character of the cit-
izens.

It was those sounds that pushed me to
learn the Russian Cyrillic alphabet, to study
Russian history at my University, and even
try to visit the USSR with other students and
a professor. Sadly, the USSR collapsed before
we could get enough people to travel there, so
my dreams of visiting the land of Peter the
Great has yet to be realized.

As I said before, in comparison, French
sounds almost lazy to me as it drops the
sounds from the ends of words. It has a qual-
ity which sounds snobbish to my ears.

Now, those are the way I hear those two
languages, but I know many people find Rus-
sian harsh and French to be lyrical, so it is

very much a matter of opinion, the same way
we all have favorite kinds of music.

And even in music, the sound of the lan-
guage can change. I have recordings of tradi-
tional Japanese songs in which the parts
sung by a woman is very sweet and lyrical
while those sections sung my a man are very
harsh and offensive to my ear. I think they are
written that way, not that the gender singing
it really has control over the tone.

Media
Wasn’t that a fantastic Norwegian film with
the warriors on skis? Didn’t your heart break
over the lives of those three brothers in that
Hindi movie? Don’t you want to be just like
the heroine in that Anime?

Our media, whether it is our films, televi-
sion, music, or even books, can always make
us want to learn a language or at least devel-
op an idea about it. People learn Japanese to
watch Anime in its original Japanese. Some
people are drawn to Hindi or Tamil after

In this case, your perception is based
solely upon ideas, false or true,
related to the language but not really
the fault of the language.
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watching a film from India for the same reas-
on. In these cases, it might be the language
which draws them, but it is usually more to
the culture portrayed by or surrounding the
media. We trust the media to be an insight in-
to the culture, and thus we want to use the
language to get closer to it.

Over the years, I have seen countless indi-
viduals announce that they just saw a certain
movie or heard a specific song and now want
to learn the language it is in. I have also no-
ticed that it is usually when the media is up-
lifting. I cannot remember a time when
someone said something like “Wow. That
Chinese movie was really depressing. Now I
want to learn Chinese.”

Something I noticed I did myself was de-
velop a reaction for Polish based entirely upon
a series of books. Stanisław Lem was a Polish
science fiction writer whose books also con-
tained a great deal of satire and philosophy. I
read a few of his books as a teen in their Eng-
lish translations and while I liked them, they

were puzzling and even at times, disturbing.
Upon those, I mentally extrapolated that all
Poland must be like that, including the lan-
guage, even though I had not read or heard a
word of it.

Fortunately, this idea of Polish was re-
placed with another when I met a very at-
tractive Polish woman in my University during
a class. Now my idea of Polish is still not
based upon the language, but it is at least
more pleasant.

Media can be a very tricky thing, however,
since so much of it is projected, not reality.

Based on what I know of Indian cinema,
most people there are either trying to get out
of arranged marriages or involved in drug lord
battles. The Chinese ones tell me that every-
one is a martial arts master who can fly
through the air.

Someone watching American films would
probably figure that we either spend most of
our time having sex with everyone around us
or are constantly blowing things up. Well,
maybe there is some truth to that one.

Changing Views
Going back to the original questions I asked
at the start of this article, can you now
identify the possible reasons you feel the way
you do about the answers you gave? Even
knowing possible reasons, it may be difficult,
because life is subtle.

One thing I would like to know is if we
can, in fact, identify why we have specific
perceptions about languages, can we change
them? I know I no longer consider German to
be such a harsh language because I have met
several Germans and most have been the
kindest of people. I have also managed to
mostly overcome my issues with Italian. But
could a nasty encounter with a Russian or a
romantic interaction with a French woman
alter my opinions?

I listed five possible reasons for the lan-
guage views we have, but I am sure there are
other factors. I would love to hear your own
thoughts and stories on them! PT
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ith an estimated 7,000 languages in the
world1 , many are classified as “resource

poor” in terms of available materials for learn-
ing. In fact, once you move past the “top 100”
or so which have translation tools on Google
and Bing, it becomes increasingly difficult to
find resources.

As of 2016, the Bible has been translated
into 636 languages and the New Testament
into 1442 others. An additional 1145 have
some portions available. This is not a discus-
sion on the progress of Bible translation, but
a basis for discussion of the process of docu-
menting, and thus learning these languages
beyond the “top 100.”

Recently on a trip to Burkina Faso in
western Africa I was introduced to the Ful-
fulde (ful) language. This is a widely used
language, spoken all across north central
Africa and an official language in several
countries, but is one of the “resource poor”
languages in spite of the fact that as many as
30 million people speak it. This article de-
scribes the journey I have had in discovering
the language and documenting the available
resources.

First a bit of explanation on why Bible
translation into a language is important in de-
veloping literacy in the language. Based on
the numbers cited above, fully one half of the
living languages in the world have virtually no
written materials at present. For those lan-
guages you will need to look for basic “egg
head professor studies” on the language and
probably have to acquire recordings of the
language or dialogue with a speaker of the
language. Traditionally Wycliffe Bible Trans-
lators have led the way for over 100 years in
developing a written form of languages which
were previously verbal only. Once the Bible
translation is complete, Wycliffe turns over
the literacy process to others – typically under
the oversight of SIL, International. SIL devel-
ops literacy materials, conducts local classes,
and encourages people and governments to
use the language. It is at this point that
people like myself begin to develop dictionar-
ies for the language. Generally within a gen-
eration you will see first poems and short

stories, then newspapers and longer literary
works in the language.

From publication of the Gutenberg Bible
in English in 1455, to the development of
Webster’s Dictionary in 1828, 373 years tran-
spired. Until recently with the application of
computer tools and collaboration, the trans-
lation of the Bible still took 40 to 50 years of
dedicated work. That process is now con-
densed to 12 to 15 years, but still very labor
and time intensive. A recent “linguist joke”
states that a manager for such a project
firmly believes and plans thusly, that “nine
women can produce a baby in one month.” It
just doesn’t work that way, and can’t be
rushed. Once you have the Bible in the lan-
guage, teaching people to read the language is
the next step which is also very time and re-
source intensive. This generally takes a gen-
eration to accomplish. That is the process I
witnessed in Haiti starting about 2000, and
the situation we now face in central Africa.
The Bible was translated into Haitian Creole
in 1945, but when I became aware of the lan-
guage in 2,000 there was virtually nothing in
the language. The schools were (and still are)
taught in French, although the people learn
Creole at home and still speak the language
primarily as adults. We were just beginning
to see schools using Creole for elementary
education when the earthquake struck in
2010. Now, 7 years later, the Creole educa-
tion is beginning to emerge once more. The
Creole language in written form is also begin-
ning to flourish.
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In Burkina Faso, a country the size of Col-
orado with four times as many people (19 mil-
lion) we have 77 recognized languages. Four
are designated as official, French (fra), Móorè
(mos), Dioula (dyu), and Fulfulde (ful) . All
education and all government business must
be conducted in French which imposes a
severe burden for people who have never
learned the language. All three of the “other”
languages are considered resource poor lan-
guages. The Bible was only recently com-
pleted in Móorè and Dioula, and Fulfulde
presents its own interesting story which is the
basis of this article.

For several years my church has been
sending teams to dig wells in Burkina Faso.
Work has centered in the areas where Móorè,
and Dioula are spoken and only recently has
focus moved to the south east of the country
were Fulfulde is used. My recent trip to
Burkina was for the purpose of teaching Eng-
lish to the airport personnel. Our translator
was a member of the Taureg, the people
known for their beautiful blue robes and exot-
ic colorful turbans who lead the camels
through the Sahara desert. “Tall” speaks 5

languages, Fulfulde, his first language, Móorè,
French, Dioula (dyu), and English with his
degree in English from the University. When I
first chatted with him he said he spoke Ful-
fulde, but did not read it. I discovered that it
was in fact because he had never seen any-
thing written in the language. When I was
able to locate a copy of the Bible in Fulfulde
and a couple of dictionaries he was delighted,
and he could, in fact, read it because of his
background in other languages and the fact
that Fulfulde is written phonetically.

Now for the story. When work began on
the Fulfulde language, at least 8 teams from
Wycliffe began studying the language in
countries as far apart as Liberia on the west
coast and Somalia on the east, a distance of
5,000 miles. Eight translations of the Bible
emerged from the late 1950’s through the
early 2,000’s, only to discover that these were
essentially the same language with some
minor dialectical differences from West to
East, but most mutually intelligible with the
language spoken in the central area of Burk-
ina Faso and Cameroon. The language was
and still is known by a dozen names.
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From Wikipedia:

“There are several names applied to the lan-
guage, just as there are to the� Fula people.
They call their language Pulaar or Pular in
the western dialects and Fulfulde in the cent-
ral and eastern dialects. Fula(h) and Fulani in
English come originally from Manding (esp.
Mandinka, but also Malinke and Bamana)
and Hausa, respectively; Peul in French, also
occasionally found in literature in English,
comes from Wolof.”2

This points up the first important step in
learning a resource poor language.

FIND THE RIGHT NAME!

OLAC lists the following names for the lan-
guage:3

Other known names and dialect names:
Adamawa Fulani, Akuure, Biira, Bilkire,
Bilkire Fulani, Bilkiri, Boulbe, Domona,
Dzemay, Eastern Fulani, Eastern Fulfulde,
Fellata, Fillanci, Foulfoulde, Ful, Fula, Fula
Fulbe, Fulani, Fulata, Fulatanchi, Fulbe, Ful-
fulde, Adamawa Fulfulde, Garoua, Gombe,
Kambariire, Maroua, Mbororo, Nagapelta,
Ngaondéré, Ngaoundéré, Nomadic Fulfulde,
Nomadic Fulfulde - Mbororoore, Palata,
Paldena, Paldida, Pelta Hay, Peul, Peulh,
Pladina, Pule, Pullo, Sanyo, Taareyo, Zaakosa,
Zemay

Fortunately Ethnologue has created a list
of all languages and given them 3 digit codes
known as ISO 639-3. Several earlier designa-

tions have been used including 2 digit codes,
but these have been found to be inadequate.
Wikipedia lists the language codes and the
dialects when you search for information on a
language. The Ethnologue codes are located
here.
https://www.ethnologue.com/browse/codes

Unfortunately many on-line resources do not
rely on these codes, or do so very haphazardly
so you are left to compare the names of the
languages to sort them out and zero in on the
one you want.

So now we know that all the language
names listed above are all essentially dialects
of the same language. A search for Fulfulde
language materials at SIL reveals an overview
of the language with dialect maps and an ex-
tensive bibliography.
http://www-
01 .sil.org/silesr/2003/silesr2003-009.html

And just below that, Google gives us an
amazing 128 page manual on learning Pulaar.
Wait, isn’t this the same language by another
name? It is, and here’s your lesson material.
http://www.ibamba.net/pular/manual.pdf

Back to OLAC for an essentially complete
bibliography of available academic articles by
language.
http://www.language-archives.org/lan-
guage/fub

You can take the title of these cited
sources to Worldcat (www.worldcat.org) to
find them in a library or on Amazon or Google
for published works. Finally for resources
cited as SIL, most of which have been de-
veloped by teams on the ground and are in
unpublished format, you can contact them to
get copies from their archives for resources
which are not on line.

SIL is also sponsoring dictionaries in vari-
ous languages. These are generally well done
by local teams who pick up after Wycliffe has
finished their work.
www.webonary.org

https://www.ethnologue.com/browse/codes
http://www-01.sil.org/silesr/2003/silesr2003-009.html
http://www.ibamba.net/pular/manual.pdf
http://www.language-archives.org/language/fub
http://www.webonary.org
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John C. Rigdon has authored a number of
books on the American Civil War and is the
manager of the web site, Research OnLine,
(www.researchonline.net) the premier site for
researching Civil War ancestors in the Civil
War. His titles include the Historical Sketch
and Roster Volumes (1100 plus titles) and a
dozen volumes in the "We Fought" series
focusing on particular battles and
commanders. Additionally, John works in
translation of materials in several languages
and maintains the website,
www.wordsrus.info.

John resides in the foothills of the
Appalachians outside Cartersville, GA.
where he enjoys gardening and aquaponics.
You may reach him at
jrigdon@researchonline.net.

Here I found a dictionary in English and
Fulfulde and another in French and Pulaar,
each with about 9,000 words, sample sen-
tences and other grammatical information.

For Bible translations in a language, go to
Bible.com. They use the dialect designation
of the ISO code. You may need to fish around
a bit to find the one you want.
• fub - Fulfulde (Adamawa)
• fuh - Fulfulde (Burkina Faso) - Fulfulde
• fuq - Fulfulde (Central-Eastern Niger)
• ffm - Fulfulde (Maasinankoore) - Maasina
Fulfulde

Faith Comes by Hearing and You Tube will
give you samples of the language spoken by
native speakers.
https://www.faithcomesbyhearing.com/au-
dio-bibles/bible-recordings

And finally, the federal government has pro-
duced a great set of lessons in many lan-
guages.
http://fieldsupport.dliflc.edu/

Here you can search by language or
country to find an excellent introduction to
the culture and language lessons with audio.

Beyond these resources, you will find
some websites developed by individuals which
often have great depth. Unfortunately many
of these do not last long, so you will find
yourself often visiting www.archive.org to find
an earlier copy of the website. Whenever you
find a bad link, copy the URL and paste it into
the search box at Archive.org to see historic
copies of the site often going back several
years.

Good luck with your language quest.
Your comments and questions are welcome.
–jrigdon@researchonline.net or on my website
at www.wordsrus. info. PT

Language

Fulfulde, Adamawa - Cameroon

Fulfulde, Adamawa - Nigeria

Fulfulde, Central Eastern Niger

Fulfulde, Maasina

Fulfulde, Nigerian (Caka)

Country

Cameroon

Nigeria

Niger

Mali

Nigeria

https://www.bible.com/languages/fub
https://www.bible.com/languages/fuh
https://www.bible.com/languages/fuq
https://www.bible.com/languages/ffm
https://www.bible.com/languages/ffm
https://www.faithcomesbyhearing.com/audio-bibles/bible-recordings
http://www.bible.is/FU1ABC/Matt/1?__hstc=172943932.ab7b9a917953278f9229297626cb6726.1498519618574.1498519618574.1500737538359.2&__hssc=172943932.3.1500737538359&__hsfp=1674733363
http://www.bible.is/FUBBSN/Matt/1?__hstc=172943932.ab7b9a917953278f9229297626cb6726.1498519618574.1498519618574.1500737538359.2&__hssc=172943932.3.1500737538359&__hsfp=1674733363
http://www.bible.is/FUQWBT/Matt/1/D?__hstc=172943932.ab7b9a917953278f9229297626cb6726.1498519618574.1498519618574.1500737538359.2&__hssc=172943932.3.1500737538359&__hsfp=1674733363
http://www.bible.is/FFMTBL/Matt/1/N?__hstc=172943932.ab7b9a917953278f9229297626cb6726.1498519618574.1498519618574.1500737538359.2&__hssc=172943932.3.1500737538359&__hsfp=1674733363
http://www.bible.is/FUVTBL/Matt/1?__hstc=172943932.ab7b9a917953278f9229297626cb6726.1498519618574.1498519618574.1500737538359.2&__hssc=172943932.3.1500737538359&__hsfp=1674733363
http://fieldsupport.dliflc.edu/
http://www.archive.org
http://www.wordsrus.info
mailto:jrigdon@researchonline.net
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ommunication is a paramount component
of human relations. Understanding what

the other person wants or needs through
mutual language is important. Globalization
has in the recent past been very dominant
and has had a huge rise in multinational
corporations. Expansion of these businesses
to different parts of the world has been
enhanced by the use of English as the de
facto language of business. It has come in
handy in ensuring that there is proper
understanding within the business world. The
cohesiveness brought by the use of English
language as the language of business has
been remarkable to be understated.

English Model of Efficiency

According to language experts at
SolidEssay.com, adoption of English as the
universal business language by the foreign
companies has proved very effective in
accessing the global trade and commerce.
Learning of English has been fundamental, as
it has become a worldwide language being
studied in schools for the young and old. Its
fluency has been vital in ensuring that it is
possible to conduct mass business.

Bridging Cultural Differences

Penetration of international market could not
be possible without the use of fluent English.
Cultural differences have been effectively
bridged in the business world, as there is a
common ground or language. It has become
an effective tool that has very much helped
deal with political differences in the volatile
parts of the world. The use of fluent English
has allowed the collective understanding
between business people such that they have
been able to solve their particular differences.

Penetrating the Global Market

The English language has been categorized as
the default mode of communication in the
current business world. The importance of the
language has been invaluable to the business
world. Fluent English has been the focal point
in penetrating the international local markets.
For example, the multinational companies
such as the General Motors have effectively
penetrated the African market due to the use
of English.

WWhhyy FFlluueenntt

EEnngg ll ii sshh

LLaanngguuaaggee iiss

IImmppoorrttaanntt ffoorr

BBuussiinneessss

by Ben Russel

http://www.solidessay.com/
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Online markets

The current digital age has seen a lot of
transactions undertaken online through the
internet. There is a massive following of the
internet. It has been a component of the
current trading system and modes of doing
business. The use of fluent English has been
the main component in the use of the
internet. There is a huge number of internet
users in the world. These users have been
able to interact effectively due to the use of
English as the main kind of communication.
The online business has been effectively
conducted by the use of English. Take an
example of an online market such as eBay; it
has enabled the sale of products throughout
the world. How this has been possible is
mainly due to the use of English as the main
mode of communication. It is a form of global

culture where the new market, the internet
has a great deal of people using it. Many
companies have to reach out to these huge
numbers of users through the use of internet
advertisements. How they have
communicated and reached out in these
advertisements has been through the use of
English. It simply shows how much fluent
English is imperative to the business world.
PT

Ben is a recent graduate from Florida State
University who enjoys writing on
educational topics and helping students with
their academic assignments. He has recently
written an article on synthesis essay outline
which many high school and college students
use as a reference in their daily studies.

https://www.solidessay.com/our-services/synthesis-essay-outline
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In this month’s interview, we talked with

the Scottish polyglot, Máirín Millward,

about her blog, her travels, and her

languages.

How did Mo’s Language Learning Journey

start? What is the main purpose of it?

I started it in 2014 and the main purpose was
to share my experience of languages and
travelling with like-minded people.

Do you find blogging a gratifying

experience, or do you feel there is now too

much competition in the blogosphere?

I think there is a lot of competition but I tend
to ignore it because I am not selling anything
on my blog anyway and I know I have had
some pretty unique experiences that I write
and make videos about (eg learning
Neapolitan and Sicilian).

Are there any blogs, websites, podcasts,

video channels, etc., that you like to follow

or have inspired you in your own work?

I first got involved in the online language
community after joining the Fluent in 3
Months Forum. I then started following
Richard Simcott’s page and gradually I met
more people like me. Apart from the famous
polyglots, there are so many other talented
people out there who produce good work. I
love all the videos made by the LangFocus
YouTube channel. I enjoy reading the blog
“Runaway Daydreamer” written by Chiara, a

native Italian and she writes a lot about
Italian culture in her blog.

Do you have any professional training or

education as a writer which helps you in

your blogging?

No, but I read a lot which may help me with
being able to write articles and blog posts.

You are definitely a polyglot, speaking

several languages. What got you interested

in languages?

I don’t really know. I remember as a child
going to the library and looking at lots of
different language books. It was a subject I
liked at school even though at school in my
country, languages tended to be taught badly
and class sizes were far too big.

Are any members of your family or friends

as you were growing up interested in

languages as well?

Nobody, I was all alone

Besides being a prolific language learner,

you are also a world traveler. How many

countries have you visited, and do you

have a favourite?

Around 40 countries in total and I think Italy
will always remain one of my favourites. It’s
one of my best foreign languages and I’ve
been to the country many times.

MMááiirríínn FF MMiillllwwaarrdd

IInn OOtthheerrss'' WWoorrddss
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Your travels sometimes take you to the

numerous polyglot and language shows and

events. You were even caught on the TV

news at one event. Do you have a favorite

event or memory of one you could share?

I think the LangFest (formerly known as
NAPS) event in Montreal last year was one of
my favourites because the size of the event
was just right for me and not too big. We had
organised social events afterwards so we
could get to know the other participants. I
especially enjoyed the Polyglot Picnic in the
Park. Another memorable event was at the
Polyglot Conference in Thessaloniki which
was a stunning location and I got to meet
Professor Zuckermann who was a speaker
there. He helps to revive Aboriginal languages
in Australia and I had been following his work
for quite some time before I met him. PT

You can find Máirín at

Mo's Language Learning Journey

(languagelearningjourney.wordpress.com)

https://languagelearningjourney.wordpress.com/


Aurora, CO, July 11, 2017– A family in Aurora,
Colorado, took on the challenge to help Syrian
refugees learn a new language on their online
language platform, LingoHut. With the help of a
Syrian professor living in Homs, Syria, LingoHut now teaches in Arabic.
LingoHut teaches 11 of the most crucial languages to assist Syrians during
their transition.

Refugees and their families struggle as they adjust to new communities,
cultures, and languages. Being unable to communicate in a country is a
serious impairment, and without communication, it can be tough to get
along with new neighbors. The language barrier has always had a big impact
on refugees and immigrants, but with LingoHut's free and accessible.

As LingoHut's co-founder, I know the difficulty of being forced out of home.
I was 13 years old when I fled Nicaragua’s civil war. I came to America
alone; these were incredibly scary times for me. I could not communicate
with the family that took me in. I could not explain my needs, nor share my
fears; I was scared and alone. That is exactly why I developed LingoHut; to
help other not feel so alone.

LingoHut teaches basic vocabulary to fosters
pronunciation skills through their unique
language learning platform. Today LingoHut
presents in over 50 native languages, helping
a wide scope of immigrants and refugees
begin their journey developing strong
communication skills.

A family in Aurora, Colorado
is making a difference

Contact: Kendal Knetemann

Email: Info@LingoHut.com

Website: LingoHut.com

The Digital Language Collective (DLC) is a place where language and linguistic bloggers

and website builders can come together to discuss topics, strategies, technologies, and

essentially learn and work with each other to promote a broader and richer language

learning community. www.digilang.org

http://www.digilang.org
http://www.lingohut.com
mailto:info@lingohut.com


Steve Kaufmann, noted polyglot and
founder of the language learning site
Lang-Q, celebrated the 10th an-
niversary of his YouTube channel, and
several members of the language com-
munity wanted to help.

Benny Lewis, along with polyglots
Lindsay Williams (Lindsay Does Languages), Olly Richards (I Will Teach
You a Language), Conor Clyne (The Language Tsar) and more, put togeth-
er a video in the style of a news broadcast, for “PNN” (Polyglot News Net-
work).

The entire project pays homage to Kaufmann while incorporating humor
throughout. For example, Conor Clyne is listed as the wardrobe consultant
for Kaufmann and proceeded to show the statistics for the kind of shirts
Kaufmann wore and the results of a poll on them.

Benny also played with the argument of which is the better learning meth-
od: every media item such as films, music, books, etc goes into the process
of learning, called input, and the idea that you should speak as soon as you
can, not focusing on being correct at first, known as output. Benny’s site,
Fluent in 3 Months, is a major proponent of the output method, while
Kaufmann (The Linguist) focuses on language comprehension as the core
method.

First, he showed an animated weather map with clouds bearing Kaufmann’s
and Benny’s head bumping up against each other. Next, he showed comical
pictures of two boxers fighting, with the icons for the two sites in place of
the boxers’ heads. Finally, he had Kerstin Cable (Fluent Language) intro-
duce a debate about which is better with Jana Fadness and Judith Meyer
(Learn Yu) as the panelist.

With the sleek and professional look, the video is an excellent way to recog-
nize Kaufmann’s contributions to the community. Although this was likely
just a one-time creation, we hope to see similar videos like this in the future.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zc18raCldt0

Anniversary offamed polyglot
honoured in new video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zc18raCldt0
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he film under review this
month is Welcome Mr. Presid-
ent (Benvenuto Presidente)

from Italy. It is a comedy about
how a simple man becomes the
head of Italy and what it does to
the country.

A humble fisherman and lib-
rarian, with the nickname Pep-
pino, who loves to teach children
history and culture, lives in a
small mountain village. When we
first meet him, he is receiving the
news that the funding for his small
library has been cut, so he is out
of a job.

Meanwhile, in Rome, the cur-
rent President has been forced to
resign, and the leaders of the three
main political parties are forced to
come up with a new president to
elect. To “send a message” to each
other, the leaders propose a his-
torical figure for vote. By coincid-
ence, they are all influenced by the
statue of Giuseppe Garibaldi in the
Parliment and tell their constitu-
ents to vote for him.

When it turns out that all
parties voted for him, making it a
valid vote, it is revealed there is
only one viable candidate named
that: our out-of-work librarian,
Peppino.

So you can imagine how shocked
Peppino is when both he and his
best friend Luciano are accosted
while fishing by the three party
leaders, a general, bodyguards,
and a trio of limos. When they tell
him he is the new President, at
first he thinks it is a prank, but
once he understands they are
telling the truth, he gets in a car
with all three so he can be taken to
Rome to resign.

During the ride, the leaders of-
fer him various positions and re-
wards as long as he resigns, and
he soon realizes how corrupt they
are. Upon arriving in Rome, he is
shaved, dressed up, and coaxed on
how to give the renouncement
speech by the deputy of the Gen-
eral Secretary of the President,
Miss Janis Clementi. As he starts
to give it, however, he notices how
the corrupt men who brought him
there are so gleeful, so he decides
not to renounce, and instead to
remain the President.

Welcome Mr. President
1 h 38min
Comedy
21 March 201 3 (I taly)

Country: I taly
Language: I tal ian

WWeellccoommee MMrr PPrreessiiddeenntt

AAtt tthhee CCiinneemmaa

“
‘Welcome Mr.
President’ is a
fun look at the
craziness of
politics, but in a
different way
then the slightly
darker ‘Viva La
Libertà’, in which
the political
replacement is a
literal crazy man.

The heads of the parties, learning they elected
a completely unknown person as President
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As you expect, there are a lot of scenes of
him being trained on the numerous protocols
and responsibilities while he naively tries to
be himself, which makes him look like a fool
to everyone. This delights the corrupt three,
who are sure this will get him removed from
office very quickly.

Peppino sneaks out one night to get some
pizza and is recognized in the pizzeria by the
locals, who all want to meet and talk with
him. When news gets out how much he is a
good person and not a complete fool, his rat-
ings go up. When he later ditches a meeting
with the Brazilian President to entertain some
children in a hospital, the results are the two
leaders both playing with the kids, bonding,
and Brazil promising to take 200 billion euros
of Italy’s debt.

Realizing he is becoming more popular,
the three call in a professional political hit-
man named Faust whose specialty is exposing
people’s secrets, hoping to cause a scandal.
When he cannot find anything against Pep-
pino, Faust threatens Luciano, who then has
a heart attack and ends up in the hospital.

Peppino starts to realize just how serious
his opposition is, and even as he and Janis
are falling in love, he looks for a way to fix
everything. But how can you change a corrupt

system when no one in control wants it
changed?
Welcome Mr. President is a fun look at the

craziness of politics, but in a different way
then the slightly darker Viva La Libertà, in
which the political replacement is a literal
crazy man.

A few times, it accidentally slips into sheer
absurdity, like when marijuana is accidentally
cooked into the pizza of a state dinner for a
bilateral conference with the Chinese Presid-
ent, everyone starts dancing, and then they
break into a song everyone knows, including
the foreign dignitaries, while Janis plays it on
a guitar she pulled out from under the table.

Sadly, on the language and travel side,
there is little to offer, since everything is in
Italian and takes place in the same general
area of Italy.

For the prudish, I have to warn there is
some brief nudity in the film. The amount of
foul language and violence is very low,
however.

If you are studying Italian and want a
light comedy, then Welcome Mr. President is
definitely a film I would recommend for you.
PT

Peppino is in awe of how big everything is in the palace

Peppino, in disguise, at a local pizzeria

Negative press pours in and Peppino looks for a way to fix it Peppino with his son, who is asking for polictical favours
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1 . Chinese literature has a long history. Here's one sign of it:

读万卷书， 行万里路
Dú wàn juàn shū , xíng  wàn lǐ lù.

'Read ten thousand books and walk ten thousand

miles. '

Meaning: an avid reader wil l gain knowledge, and

an avid traveler wil l gain experience. Both are

important to become wise. Ten thousand is used

metaphorical ly here, meaning a lot, innumerable.

In Chinese, ten thousand is expressed with one

word: 万 (wàn).

he world is full of languages, which in turn are full of proverbs. Some of
them are very culture related, some instead very universal. In this article

there is a selection of different types of proverbs. This time the language of
choice is Chinese.

The word "Chinese" may be interpreted as a group of related but often mutually
unintelligible languages or dialects, but for language learners, it mostly means
the standard Chinese, i.e. Modern Mandarin Chinese, which is an official
language in China, Taiwan and Singapore. It may be written with traditional
characters, like in Taiwan, or simplified characters, like in China and Singapore.
Language learners are likely to study the simplified characters, which are used
in this article. The pronunciation is given in Hanyu Pinyin.

The first two examples are called yànyǔ, 谚语 . They don't have a specific form,
and they represent popular wisdom just like proverbs in any language. The last
two examples are called chéngyǔ, 成语 . A typical chéngyǔ is very short, only
four characters and therefore only four syllables. They usually allude to a story
or a historical quotation. Since a chéngyǔ is not a full sentence but a proverbial
phrase, it can also be inserted into sentences.

PPrroovveerrbbss ffrroomm tthhee WWoorrlldd ::

CChh iinneessee
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2. Contrary to many others, Chinese speakers seem to have some faith in bad people changing

for the better:

放下屠刀， 立地成佛
Fàngxià tú dāo, l ì dì  chéng fó.

'The butcher who lays down his cleavers at once becomes a Buddha. '

Meaning: an evildoer can become a good person if he/she sincerely repents and truly changes

his ways. Buddha means not only Buddha but a saintly person.

3. Dragon's are important and valued in the Chinese culture.

画龙点睛
Huàlóng-diǎn jīng

'Putting the finishing touches on a picture of a dragon'

This saying dates back to the Southern and Northern Dynasties (420 - 589) and a painter cal led

Zhang Sengyou. He once painted dragons on the wall of a temple but didn't paint their eyes.

When asked about it, he explained that if their eyes were painted, they would fly away. People

did not believe him, so Zhang Sengou added eyes to two of the four dragons. As soon as he was

done, those two dragons flew away.

Meaning: when writing or speaking, one or two key sentences wil l enhance one's words, and be

the vital finishing touch or the crucial point that brings the subject to l ife.

4. In the Chinese cuisine, 枣 (zǎo) is jujube, also called Chinese date, which is a common fruit.

囫囵吞枣
Húlún-tūn zǎo

'Gulping down a whole date'

The story behind this saying is that a physician

told a group of people that dates are good for the

spleen but harmful for the teeth. One man did not

think things through before saying that then it

would be a good idea to swallow dates whole

without chewing them. In his opinion that would

al low people to enjoy the advantages and avoid

the harmful side.

Meaning: reading or l istening without

understanding or analyzing the content.

The four examples are taken from the fol lowing bil ingual, i l lustrated books:

成语 1 01 . 1 01 Common Chinese Idioms and Set Phrases, Gems of the Chinese languages

Through the Ages, first edition 201 5, Sinol ingua Co. , Ltd. , Beij ing

谚语 1 01 . 1 01 Pearls of Chinese Wisdom, Gems of the Chinese languages Through the Ages,

first edition 201 5, Sinol ingua Co. , Ltd. , Beij ing
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Every issue we post a puzzle here for you to solve. It varies in language and type,
so if this puzzle doesn't interest you, you can wait untiil the next issue, or try the
puzzle anyways. You might learn something new!

Language Puzzles

This month's puzzle is a

word scramble for

German fruit.

Unscramble the letters to

reveal the name of a fruit

in German.

German Pocket Puzzles -
Food & Drink - V1

www.scriveremo.com



Where Are You?
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his city is a major port, sitting on a river in the northern part of its country. Its distinctive
and extensive Gothic brick architecture has earned it a place in UNESCO's list of Word

Heritage Sites. The oldest part is actually on an island in the river.

Historically, humans settled the area as far back as the end of the last Ice Age, around 9700 BCE.
Circa 700 CE, Slavic people moved in as part of a migration period. Charlemagne, the Holy
Roman Emperor from 800-814, brought in Polabian Slavs, loyal to him, to take control, and the
city was then founded on the banks of the river, a few miles north of its present day location.
The name given to it meant "lovely", but that beauty did not last, for, in 1128, the pagan Rani
from Rügen burned the place to the ground.

The city was rebuilt as a German settlement by a German count in 1143 and he built a castle
there. Almost 40 years later, an Emperor ordained that the city be ruled by a council of twenty,
which included merchants, helping to turn the "lovely" city into a trade port. This became a main
point of departure for colonists heading to the Baltic territories in 1200. In 1226, the city was
given the status of Imperial Free City.

During World War II, it was the first German city to suffer substantial Royal Air Force (RAF)
bombing and large areas were destroyed. After the war, the population grew considerably,
owing to an influx of refugees. It took decades to restore the historic city centre.

Where Are You?

LLaasstt mmoonntthh ''ss aannsswweerr:: HHeellssiinnkkii ,, FFiinn llaanndd

CCaann yyoouu nnaammee tthh ii ss llooccaattiioonn aanndd ccoouunnttrryy??
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was thrilled to receive my copy of
Dreaming Sophia: Because Dreaming is
an Art by Melissa Muldoon, for I had read
the description and it reached out to me. I
have been to Italy four times and it has
captured my heart, staying with me even
when I tried to put it behind.

Melissa runs the site Studentessa matta,
which itself is like stepping into a part of
Italy. She blogs about the language and
culture, has links to other resources, has
podcasts and videos about Italy and Itali-
an, and much more. Melissa also hosts
tours around Italy, the knowledge from
those no doubt contributing greatly to her
novel.

First of all, the book itself is absolutely
beautiful. Melissa is a graphic artist and
she made sure that every centimeter of
the cover is artistically delightful. When I
first received a copy, I had to take a few
minutes just to admire the details which
were put into what many writers consider
to be mere packaging.

The contents are no less captivating and
finely crafted. The story is about a young
American woman named Sophia (named
by her mother after the Italian film star,
Sophia Loren) who finds her life upended
after the sudden death of both her par-

ents in a tragic acci-
dent. Although she
continues her art
studies in her uni-
versity, she feels
drawn to Italy, like her mother had been.
The more she seems to resist, the more
the world around her and the characters
of its history, speaking to her in her own
mind, seem to pull her there.

Eventually, she does find herself attend-
ing art school in Firenze, and very quickly
feels at home, due largely to her upbring-
ing. Her mother had fallen in love with
Italy and had raised Sophia on the stories
and language of her own time there.
Sophia learns about not only her art but
also about the culture of Italy as she lives
among the people.

Melissa does a superb job of bringing Italy
to life through rich and believable writing.
She mixes the language in naturally so
you feel the characters are genuine. The
history is also told using the technique of
Sophia “meeting” various characters from
history and playing out a dialog with
them, which rarely seems forced.

With the history lessons, you might think
this is some fancy tour guide book, but it
is not! Although you could experience

Dreaming Sophia: Because Dreaming

is an Art

by Melissa Muldoon

Language: English / I tal ian

I tem Rating:

Reviewed by Erik Zidowecki*****

BBooookk LLooookk
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many of the places of the book if you ar-
rived in Italy yourself, this is most defin-
itely a story, a love story, if you will,
between a woman and a country.

Some of the details, like the methods of
painting or the sharing houses with the
locals, makes me wonder how much of
Sophia is based on Melissa’s own life ex-
periences. I, myself, have been to Italy a
few times and recognized some of the
same places and feelings as Sophia en-
countered, so it definitely connected with
me.

At the same time, I could see the story
being played out in a film like Roman Hol-
iday (1953), which starred Audrey Hep-
burn as a princess who sneaks away to
experience Italian life among its people for
the first time. Although Princess Ann and
Sophia are pretty much polar opposites in
terms of Italian familiarity (Ann knows
only a few words and has no idea of the
culture while Sophia speaks the language
very well and grew up on memories of the
country), both are charmed by the coun-
try and it changes them greatly.

I think one of the greatest strengths of the
book is how it starts. Sophia doesn’t know
yet what she truly wants to do with her
life, and while it might seem logical to her
and us that she goes to Italy, in real life,
the path isn’t always so straight forward.
Even when she finally gets the chance,
she is torn between it and a possible fu-
ture with a young man and New York.
That doubting, the looking for the best
way to move on, makes Sophia a much
more believable character.

I fell in love long ago with Italy, so this
book rekindled many memories. Whether
you, too, have felt the tug of a Roman
holiday or have never been to Italy before,
I think you will enjoy this book. And to
Melissa: molto grazie! PT

Book Look is made possible in part by

The Polyglotist

"One ofmy favorite parts

oflearning a language is

the ability to poke your

head into a culture that is

not your own."
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Hello

Good morning

Good afternoon

Good evening

Good night

How are you?

Fine, thank you

And you?

Welcome

It is a beautiful day

Have a nice day

Goodbye

Hei

Hyvää huomenta

Hyvää päivää

Hyvää iltaa

Hyvää yötä

Mitä kuuluu?

Kiitos hyvää

Entä sinul le?

Tervetuloa

On kaunis päivä

Hauskaa päivän jatkoa

Näkemiin

Basic Guide to

Finnish is a Finno-Ugric language spoken by about 5 million

people in Finland, where it is an official language, as well as

in Sweden, Norway, Estonia, Canada and Russia.

Here are some beginner words and phrases in Finnish for

you to gain a simple introduction to it.

Finnish
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See you later

See you tomorrow

Excuse me
(when bumping into someone)

May I help you?

Yes

No

Nice to meet you

Nice to see you

Nähdään myöhemmin

Nähdään huomenna

Anteeksi

Voinko auttaa?

Kyllä

Ei

Hauska tavata

Kiva nähdä sinua

For further materials like this,

plus a whole lot more,

be sure to visit

www.lingohut.com

You can listen and learn how to pronounciate Finnish words by visiting LingoHut.com .
You wil l find these words on Lesson 1 , 2, 3 and 4 plus there are over 1 00 other free

lessons to learn more Finnish.

Click to learn http: //l ingohut.com/fi/l1 /sanasto-englanti
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General Language

The Mimic Method

The idea behind the mimic method is that you learn

the pronunciation first before worrying about

grammar or vocabulary. That way, when you start

learning then the words will come to you much more

easily and you won’t sound so much like a foreigner.

https://www.mimicmethod.com/

Sotware

SpanishDict

SpanishDict is a dictionary with translation and

conjugations easily accessed from the same interface.

It’s available on the SpanishDict website or as a

phone / table app from the Google and Apple App

Stores.

http: //www.spanishdict.com/
Spanish

Podcast

Doorway To Mexico Spanish Podcast

A Latin American Spanish podcast. Intermediate and

Advanced conversational Spanish lessons. Learn

Spanish listening to real Spanish conversations. Free

transcripts and study guide available.

https://doorwaytomexico.com/spanish-podcasts-
intermediate-advanced/
Spanish
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Specific Language

Italiano in Famiglia

Italiano in Famiglia is a fantastic online video series

created specifically for foreign language speakers

trying to learn italian. The programme itself and

website are completely in Italian so you get that sort

of immersion feeling but in a much gentler way.

There’s also PDF downloads of the dialog and various

other resources.

http: //www.ital ianoinfamigl ia. it/
Italian

Lingualift

Lingualift is not your average spaced repetition

program. LinguaLift leverages a scientifically proven

spaced repetition algorithm used by doctors in

training at Harvard Medical School to optimize your

language acquisition and make sure you never forget.

It comes with a 14 day free trial so you can try it to

see if it’s for you. The Lingualift courses currently

cover Chinese, Japanese, Russian and French.

https://www. l ingualift.com/
Chinese, Japanese, Russian, French

Links provided by the

Find more like this at www.languagelearninglibrary.com





We already work hard to create a great magazine for the language community, and now we
have a way for you to show your support.

Al l you need to do is to visit our page and become a patron. Each time we produce an issue,
your donation of a $1 , $2, $3 or more wil l be passed along to help us cover our costs and

work towards greater goals which benefit everyone.

When you become a Patron, you wil l find your name listed below, as a way for us to show
our continuing appreciation for your readership and support.

Supporters

Kendal Knetemann

Angels Champions Patrons

BenefactorsPhilanthropists

wwwwww..ppaattrreeoonn..ccoomm//ppaarrrroottttiimmee

To see your name here,
just subscribe $10 or more per

issue on our Patreon page

To see your name here,
just subscribe $3 per issue on

our Patreon page

To see your name here,
just subscribe $1 per issue on

our Patreon page

To see your name here,
just subscribe $5 per issue on

our Patreon page

To see your name here,
just subscribe $2 per issue on

our Patreon page
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Letter From the Editor - The Finer Points
Writer: Erik Zidowecki
Images: Petey: Coffee with cream

News Brief
Writer: Erik Zidowecki

Mark Your Calendar
Writer: Erik Zidowecki

Language Perceptions
Writer: Erik Zidowecki
Images: Petey: Childrean and elephant (splash); Pizza; Soldiers; Woman with balalaika; Language books

Language Learning in Resource Poor Languages
Writer: John C. Rigdon
Images: Petey: Camels (title); Girl ; Women at storage place; Police station; House
Sources:
• 1 http: //www.education.rec.ri .cmu.edu/fire/naclo/pages/Ling/Fact/num-languages.html
• 2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fula_language
• 3 http: //www. language-archives.org/language/fub

Why Fluent English Language is Important for Business
Writer: Ben Russel
Images: Petey: Woman on phone (title); women working

In Others's Words - Máirín F Millward
Writer: Erik Zidowecki

Keeping Up With the DLC
Writer: Erik Zidowecki, Kendal Knetemann
All images remain the property of their owners and are used here with permission

In Focus
Writer: Erik Zidowecki, Kendal Knetemann, Mairin Mil lward
All images remain the property of their owners and are used here with permission

At The Cinema - Welcome Mr. President
Writer: Erik Zidowecki
Sources:
• "Welcome Mr. President (201 3)" Internet Movie Database <http: //www.imdb.com/title/tt2767948/>
All images are copyright Indigo Film, Rai Cinema, Film Investment Piedmont (FIP), Fi lm Commission Torino-
Piemonte

Proverbs from the World - Chinese
Writer: Tarja Jolma
Images: Petey: Book; Dates

Language Puzzles
Writer: Erik Zidowecki

Where Are You?
Writer: Erik Zidowecki
Images: Petey: Mystery image

http://www.education.rec.ri.cmu.edu/fire/naclo/pages/Ling/Fact/num-languages.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fula_language
http://www.language-archives.org/language/fub
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WHO WE ARE

Editor in Chief: Erik Zidowecki

Associate Editor: Olivier Elzingre

Contributors:

John C. Rigdon

Ben Russel

Tarja Jolma

Kendal Knetemann

Write for us!

I f you are interested in having an article published in Parrot Time, contact us! We are
always looking for guest articles on subjects related to languages, l inguistics, and
culture. All article rights remain with the author, who would be given ful l credit along

with a short bio.

Also, if you are interested in advertising in Parrot Time, please drop us a line.

Direct al l inquiries and feedback to editor@parrottime.com .

Book Look - Dreaming Sophia: Because Dreaming is an Art
Writer: Erik Zidowecki

Basic Guide to Finnish
Writer: Erik Zidowecki, Kendal Knetemann
Images: Petey: Flag; View of city

At A Glance
Writer: Erik Zidowecki
All screenshots are property of their respective website owners

All images are Copyright - CC BY-SA (Creative Commons Share Alike) by their respective

owners, except for Petey, which is Public Domain (PD) or unless otherwise noted.






